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Filipino Youth Week Homecoming starts Wednesday
...
slated for next week
—
coming
Ed McFerran, a juniorin pre"Happiness is
home again," Homecoming 73, law, is the general chairman.
starts Wednesday.
Homecoming Schedule
BEE,
Special features of this year's
1-3
sponMonday—
SPELLING
Filipino Youth Week,
21-24 Student and alumFYA offices, competition Homecoming include the Royal FEB.
a Girl
sored annually by the Filipino p.m.,
grade divi- Lichtenstein Quarter Ring Side- ni production of There's
into
divided
three
Wednesday,
Youth Activities,Inc., of Seattle, sions: 2-3; 4-5; 6-8.
walk Circus, a choir perform- in My Soup. 8 p.m.
8:30
ance, a Broadway play, a pre- Friday and Sunday. 6 andInigo,
will be presented Feb. 18-25.
p.m. Thursday. Teatro
rally
FILIPINO
FILM
the
Tuesday
and
traditional
game
A state-wide observance, it is PRESENTATIONS, evening,
Broadway and East Columbia
Homecoming dance.
recognized by both state and
Street. $1.50 for students and $2
special
offices,
FYA
featuring a
local officials as beneficial for NBC
documentary film, "Cave
TICKETS for the student for adults.
the preservation of ethnic culPhilippines," and dance, featuring Acapulco Gold, FEB. 21
of
the
post game get-toPeople
tures in America.
a National Geographic Special are $2.50 per person. The Home- gether at the Blue Banjo in
Throughout the week a variety Report, "Lost Tribes of Minda- coming production of "There's Pioneer Square after the Chiefof cultural activities will be of- nao." FILIPINO HISTORICAL a Girl in My Soup" will cost tains vs. Loyola of Los Angeles
$1.50 for students and $2 for basketball game.
fered in order to promote a EXHIBITION begins.
stronger sense of ancestral idenadults.
FEB. 22 businessmen's lunch,
FYA OPEN
Wednesday
tity and pride among Filipino
Tickets for both go on sale to- noon, at the Catholic Seaman's
HOUSE, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., everyone day from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
American youths.
Club, 2330 Ist Aye.
is welcome. SPECIAL LEC- the Chieftain and Bellarmine
open
The free events will be
A complimentary concert feaTURE, featuring Dr. Roy Pros- Hall. Sales will continue daily turing
to the public.
the A' CappellaChoir and
terman, law professor at Uni- through Homecoming.
Chorale at noon,
Chieftain
the
versity
Washington
and well
of
All other features are free.
Pigott
A HIGHLIGHT of this year's known expert
Auditorium.
land reform,
A COMPLETE schedule of
observance is the Essay Contest, topic will be on"The Political
FEB. 23 Alumni day on camfollows below.
events
Unforgetthemed "The Most
PhilPresent
and
Future
of
The
FilipinoI
Have Ever Met." ippines," 7:30 p.m., A. A. Letable
Competition is divided into mieux Library Auditorium,
three groups: grades 7-9; 10-12 sponsored by Kapatiran.
and college and university
Friday
ART EXHIBIT belevel.
between inAnother feature will be the gins, art competition
middle, high school
dividuals
at
Filipino Historical Exhibit competition. By using portable dis- and college level, themed "In
plays, exhibits, pictures, maps Pursuit of Our Past."
and other means of expressing
Saturday VARIETY SHOW,
the Filipino culture, high school 7 p.m., Immaculate Church
and college student groups will auditorium, featuring potpourri
compete for prizes.
of talent by both young and old,
Entries will be on display at special performance by Tamarthe FYA Action Center, 1608 E. aw, 11-piece Asian latino-jazzJefferson St.
rock band. TEEN DANCE following.
OTHER EVENTS will include:
Monday, Washington's
ANNIVERSARY
Sunday
birthday,
is a national holiMASS,
Sunday— YOUTH
11:30
day and a day of rest. There
a.m., Immaculate Conception DINNER, 6 p.m., Airport Hilton
will be no school that day.
Today is the last day for
Catholic Church, 810 18th Aye., Hotel, celebrating the 16th an1Library
are
from
hours
all
those interested in runespecialliturgy will be directed
niversary of the Filipino Youth
10 p.m.
ning
ly to the youth with readings Activities, Inc., featuring speakfor an ASSU office to
There will be no Spectator
presented by Filipino youths.
sign
up.
awards,
paper
Tuesday.
will reThe
BREAKFAST, immediately fol- ers and presentation of
The offices of president,
sume publication Thursday.
lowing the Mass, Immaculate admission is $3.50, reservations
first
vice president, second
only.
Church auditorium.
vice president, secretary and
treasurer are up for election
Rashomon one of five
as well as senate seats five,

—

—

—

—

—

pus begins at Alumni House at
8 a.m.
Mass will be held at 12:10
p.m., Liberal Arts building Liturgical Center.
"The Royal Lichtenstein Quarter Ring Sidewalk Circus" plus
Balalaika Trio, 9 p.m. and 10:30
p.m., Bellarmine Hall. Admission is free.
FEB. 24 Homecoming game:
Chieftains vs. Pepperdine University, Seattle Center Coliseum,
varsity tipoff at 2 p.m.
Pregame rally, noon, A. A.
Lemieux Library and the Chieftain.

—

Student and Alumni ball,

Spanish Ballroom and Grand
Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel,
9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Attire is
formal or semi-formal, alumni
admission is $6.50 per person
or $13 per coupl e. Alumni
Breakfast following at Rosellini's Four-10 restaurant.

—
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Teatro is theater
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Thursday,Feb. 15, 1973
Seattle, Washington

festival finalist

Last chance to sign up for
ASSU and senate positions

Students interested in running for the office of ASSU
president must have at least
junior standing, at least 90
credit hours, with a minimum
2.00 g.p.a.
Candidacy for the offices
of first vice president, second vice president, secretary
and treasurer requires at
six, seven and eight.
least sophomore standing
THE OFFICE of publicity and a minimum 2.00 g.p.a.
director was eliminated after
SENATE HOPEFULS must
last year's general election,
at least a 2.00 g.p.a.
have
effective 1973-74.
Signups are being taken
As of yesterday afternoon,
senate position seven had no until 4:30 p.m. today in the
candidates. The offices of ASSU office, second floor,
president, treasurer and the Chieftain.
Primary elections are scheother three senate seats had
duled for Feb. 22.
one candidate each.

Land reform expert will
discuss Philippine politics

—
A SCENE FROM TEATRO INIGO'S production of Rashomon, a play about the elusive
nature of truth. This production is a region-

photoby gary rizzuti

al finalist in the American College Theatre

Dr. Roy L. Prosterman, a FerdinandMarcos' government.
leading authority on land reThe island republic, undergofrom a presiform, will discuss "The Political ing a transition
Present and Future of The Phil- dential congressional form of
ippines" at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 22 in government to one with a prethe A. A. Lemieux Library mier and parliament, is still
under martial law while atAuditorium.
tempting to initiate land reform
DR. PROSTERMAN'S talk is programs.
sponsored by Kapatiran, Brotherhood of Filipino-A merican
DR. PROSTERMAN will asStudents. It will highlight here sess these developments in The
the state-wide observance of Philippines in the light of MarFilipino Youth Week, Feb. 18-25. cos' attempts to establish firm
A land reform consultant to control and reforms with U.S.
the Nixon administration, Dr. aid.
Prosterman recently returned
Dr. Prosterman is also a U.W.
from The Philippines where he law professor.
The lecture is free and open
served as United States consultant to Philippine President to the public.

Festival,

Jody Aliesan performs
in Tabard Coffeehouse

THE WINNER of the regional Kurtenbach, Tom Orton and
Teatro Inigo's production of
festival
is eligible to participate Lawrence Sherman.
competing
Rashomon is
with
a week-long national festival
four other finalists in the re- in
inWashington,D.C. Ten colleges
COSTUMES WERE designed
gional finals of the American in the nation will perform there. by Lois Aden, drama professor,
AWS "Women in Change" month continues tonight with singer
College Theatre Festival. Final
The festival is sponsored by and setting and lighting were Jody Aliesan performing in the Tabard Inn Coffeehouse. Ms.
judging will be made on Satur- American Airlines and Ameri- designed by Phil Howard, also Aliesan's latest album is "You'llBe Hearing From Me." There is
of the drama department.
no cover charge.
can Oil Company.
day.
A Women's Art Show will be on display next week in the
William
Dore
is
the
director.
The four other finalists are
staff includes Ann
Technical
Alaska,
the
The cast includes Ann MatChieftain lounge. Women with pieces of art they wouldlike to disthe University of
University of Puget Sound, Clark ,thews, Roseanne Orton, Susan Conroy, Ed Guppy, Chris Not- play should contact Diane Denison, 329-5412.
A women's retreat will be held at KillarneyWay Saturday and
College and Washington State Sullivan, Dustin Wain, Kevin ske, Leslie Kay Somerville and
Sunday. Contact Mo McGlone, fi26-6646, by 3 p.m. today.
University.
O'Hara, William Howard, Ken Maria Wain.

Sounding board

Latest Streisand film
deals with fantasies

timely issues as women'« rights,
by Margaret Enos
abortion,
and racial
Fantasies play a part in the
— strife. Butecology
her concern falls
everyday life of each of us
whether they be sexual, politi- short of actual involvement due
cal or adventuresome. Indulged to a husband and two children
in moderately, they are a per- who consume all of her time.
To top things off she finds she
even healthyfectly normal
means of releasing tensions, is once again pregnant. What to

—

do?— Abort or have the child
and add to over population.
She claims she has 97 jobs to
her husband's one and yet all
she hears is praise for the work
he's doing. Fed up, she exclaims, "Maybe Ishould be on
the cover of
'" Time: 'Dustmop
of the Year!
The problem can be resolved
at once.
Margaret is a contemporary in a number of ways. Which
woman concerned with such does Margaret choose?

anxieties and frustrations.
Barbara Streisand's latest
film, "Up the Sandbox," now
playing at the Cinerama, projects the fantasies of Margaret,
a somewhat frustrated, somewhat satisfied young Manhattan
housewife. The result is hilarious, touching, and pointed all

'Professor is morally responsible'
. .
by Stephen Graver

Freedom and Responsibility
"As a Catholic University operated under the sponsorship
and direction of the members
of the Society of Jesus
it
(Seattle University) seeks, by a
faculty inspired with the Spirit
of Christ and by the creation of
a liberal atmosphere inside and
outside the classroom, to develop an unbiased, truly liberatedand enlightenedintelligence
in its faculty and student body."
(Seattle University Bulletin of
Information)
Man, indeed, is free to
".
obey his reason, to seek moral
good,and to strive unswervingly

...

..

letters to editor
commendable job
To the editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to commend Cynthia
Heath, ASSU executive secretary, for die outstanding job she
has performed during the last
year. In all of my time in student government Iwould have
to pick her out as the single
person who utilized her initiative
and went beyond the minimum
job requirements as outlined in
the constitution.
In reply to her letter of Feb.
13 to The Spectator, Iwill not
stoop to bicker over interpretations. Both sides have had an

—

real people. Icould not agree
more yet the quote that was
attributed to me seemed to negate this particular purpose of
the article.
Iwas quoted as stating the
following: "One of the main
things about the job is that we
are responsible for the floor. We
are here to keep things under
control and to enforce the
rules."
Iwill agree that Istated that
an r.a. must enforce the rules

but we disagree that they were
taken out of context.
The exact quote reported was
Ms. Groseclose's answer to the
question of what the job entails. Furthermore, the reporter repeated Ms. Groseclose's
response to be certain of its
accuracy. At that time she
raised no objection.
We do realize that cold, hard
type sometimes comes across
more strongly than the spoken
word,chiefly because of its relative permanence,but the mere
are in type
fact that the words meaning
do not change their
or
accuracy.

when necessary, and that rrealistically,llistically, this is one aspect of
the position that Ihold. Ifelt,
though, that undue emphasis
was placed on this statement,
which in turn, had an unfavoropportunity to speak about the able influence on the meaning
$2,600 deficit so it is now time of comments that followed it.
for each individual to sort out
If one of the purposes of the To the editor:
I would like to thank Pat
the facts and arrive at the truth. article was to point out that resASSU president, for being
Lupo,
stuencourage
any
primarIwould
ident assistants are not
as to loan the ASSU
so
noble
dent concerned about the ASSU ily disciplinarians. I question
why such emphasis was placed $28 from his own meager funds.
to run for office.
No matter how much you com- on a statement which could well Ionly wonder why the ASSU
plain, nothing will get done un- have been part of a police of- budget (circa $56,000) is so depleted that the ASSU must reless you get personally involved. ficer's list of duties!
sort to borrowing money from
change
be
to
You will not
able
Because my statements were
distinguished president.
its
you
overnight,
can unfortunately taken out of conthe world
but
Iwould also like to congratudo your small part. So get in- text, and may be generalized to
for econvolved and run for an ASSU mirror the attitude of my fellow late the student senate
r.a.'s, Imust object to the man- omizing in this period of deep
office.
fiscal recession and only spendJohn Cummins
ner in which these statements ing
$40 so far this year ondonuts
senate
might
student
were used in the article. I
for
their meetings. Ipersonally
suggest that quotes and paraphrases obtained for use in fu- encourage the senate to pass a
allowing each student
ture Spectator articles be han- resolution
a dollar towardthe
to
contribute
dled with utmost care, to guard senate donut fund— it's the least
To the editor:
against such statements being
This letter is in reference to misquoted or used out of con- Icould do.
To those forces of darkness
the article that appeared in The text.
inevitable
SpectatorTuesday, Feb. 13, conMaryjo Groseclose which oppose theASSU,
"progress" of the
becerning the duties of a resident
assistant.
editor's note:It is unfortun- ware of the avenging sword of
The title of the article indi- ate that Ms. Groseclose feels Pat Lupo, et al., defenders of
cated that r.a.'s are not mem- that a few of her statements the sacred icons.
Michael Mosely
bers of a "vice squad," but are were given "undue emphasis"

avenging sword

after his last end. Yet he is
free also to turn aside to all
other things; and, in pursuing
the empty semblance of good, to
disturb rightful order and to fall
headlong into the destruction
which he has voluntarilychosen.
The Redeemer of mankind,
Jesus Christ, having restored
and exalted the original dignity
of nature, vouch-safed special
assistance to the will of man;
and by the gifts of His grace
here, and the promise of heavenly bliss hereafter, He raised
it to a nobler state
." (Leo

sidered

.

supposes the ne-

cessity of obedience to some supreme and eternal law, which is

no other than the authority of
God, commanding good and forbidding evil.

"AND, SO FAR from this most
just authority of God over men
diminishing, or even destroying
their liberty, it protects and perfects it, for the real perfection
of all creatures is found in the
prosecution and attainment of
their respective ends; but the
supreme end to which human
XIII, Libertas Praestantissi- liberty must aspire is God.
mum).
"... A like judgment must be
passed upon what is called libTHE ABOVE is in reference erty of teaching. There can be
to the apparent controversy con- no doubt that truth alone should
cerning the nature of freedom imbue the minds of men, for in
in relation to S.U. Freedom it are found the well-being, the
without responsibility is license. end, and the perfection of every
The Supreme Court, in refusing intelligentnature; and therefore
to give the benefit of the doubt nothing but truth should be
to the victims of abortion, acted taught both to the ignorant and
in a manner which was morally to the educated, so as to bring
irresponsible.
knowledge to those who have it
Similarly, the professor who not, and to preserve it in those
undertakes the instruction of who possess it.
students at a Catholic University has a moral responsibility
"FOR THIS reason it is plainly
to uphold and reflect the values the duty of all who teach to
and idealsfor which such a Uni- banish error from the mind, and
versity stands.
by sure safeguards to close the
The practice of abortion is entry to all false convictions ..."
condemned by the Roman CathThis moral responsibility
olic Church. The Catholic edu- should be accepted by the procational system is an instrument fessor when he signs his conof the Church. Within this sys- tract; we see nothing contradictem, freedomof thought and extory in holding a teacher to his
pression is limited not by "nar- responsibilities.
row-mindedness" but by the free
acceptance of certain Truths;
the person who accepts these
Truths will find no obstacle
whatsoever to his freedom of
Monday is a legal holiday.
thought and expression. Again
The only Mass of the day
we quote Libertas Praestantisis scheduled for 11:30 a.m. in
simum:
Bellarmine chapel.
"Therefore, the nature of human liberty, however it be con-

..

masses

out of context?

Very interesting. None of
our Naval Aviators were.
We had to train themto doit.
On landand on sea. With
the newest and best
equipment. We gave them
everything, almost. Except

Pacific

N W DANCE
UTAH

Repertory Dance

feathers. Who needs
feathers? Only born fliers.
If you're going to be something
why not be something "pedal?

.

„

Iwould like more information about Naval |

! Aviation

Age

Name__

|

j

|Address

Zip

I City & State

Chieftain

Feb. 15 & 16, 9 a.m. to 3 p.nru
Thursday, Feb. 15,1973/The Spectator

2

ISEND TO:
IU. S. Navy Recruiting
I 300 120th Ay*. N.E.,
|Bellevue. Wn. 98005
I

_.
Station

IIMS

NaVY

'

THEATRE
Tickets, $3- $6; Students $2

February 21, 8 p.m.
OPERA HOUSE
CallMU 2-4020. ext. 40 for outlets
Opera House box office open 6:30 p.m. on
Performance Night.

WOMEN '73

forces women to change'

'Society

Society has changed so radically in the last 25 years that
women's lives are being forced
to change whether they want it
or not, according to Alene Mor-

ris, director of Seattle's ID Center a women's counseling ccn1-

ter!

Ms. Morris was on campus
this week as part of a seminar
sponsored by Continuing Education for Women. She discussed
her views of women in an exelusive interview with The Spectator yesterday.
"It's no longer possible for
women to live in the traditional

style," Ms. Morris said. She
pointed out several factors that
make it impossible,

had just as much responsibility
in keeping the family together,"
she explained.
Contraception is another important factor, she noted.
"It's the first time in history
that a woman can say that she
is not going tohave children and
mean it," Ms. Morris said.

LONGEVITY, the fact that
women now live to be 80 rather
than 40, is one reason, she said,
Improved health services
make women twice as healthy
as formerly, she added,
IN ADDITION, women are beAmerica as an urban nation
has changed women's role, Ms. ing urged to keep the population down. Those who don't are
Morris said,
"A woman was a real part of considered "ecologically irrethe economic unit of the family sponsible," she noted.
as a rural country. Women had % American homes are becoma real life in the sense that they ing automated, leaving women
with more time, she said. The
averageAmericanhomehas 13.8

machines as compared with
Sweden, the next in line, with
five.
A final factor, she noted, is
that women are more educated
than formerly.
Under these circumstances, to
a
ask a women to "get married
Women's Liberation, true Women's Liberation, is a fal- and live happily ever after while
she has nothing to do is unreallacy,or at least a misnomer.
istic,"
Ms. Morris said.
liberated,
be
libmen
will
truly
If women will ever be
"Women didn't do these
erated as well. The point of the movement, as we see it, is changes.
Society changed first
to help women break away from stereotypes that they have and if women don't they won't
been chained to for generations.
fit into society," she concluded.
But men have been subject to their own stereotypes
that have dictated how they will act as males.
Man or woman
Women's Liberation, then, should more properly be
termed Person's Liberation. For, if it is successful, both
men and women will have more individual freedom to determine how they will live their lives.
Ultimately, our co-existence here should improve as
by J. Wright Hotchkiss
well. As members of a community, we are all dependent on
Taking
on the responsibility of a family
each other. Without stereotypes, we can freely extend that
well-being doesn't make a
couple's
or
a
interdependence.
woman a housewife-slave.
In fact, doing the jobs a woman enjoys,
or is most competent in for the family unit
is commendable. But Idon't mean there's
a list somewhere outlining which tasks a female does best or should enjoy it's up to
the individual.
FOR INSTANCE,if the man is a chef at
Published Tuesdays and Thursdays during the school year
heart who cooks fabulous steaks but ruins
except on holidays and during examinations by Seattle Univereverything he puts in the washer, let him
sity. Written, editedand financed by Seattle University students.
cook and the woman wash. But if she can
Offices at Seattle University, Seattle, Wash. 98122.
professional-looking furniture withbuild
Second class postage paid at Seattle, Wash. Subscription: $4.50
a year; close relatives and alumni $3.50; Canada, Mexico, $4.00;
out a blueprint or repair a toaster, and if he
other foreign, $6.25; airmail in U.S. $9.00.
scours a fine bathtub without objections, let
that division of labor stand.
STAFF
Responsibility entails the day-to-day
Ann Standaert
Editor:
work that has got to be done by someone.
News Editor:
Richard Coleman
Liberated women say it doesn't matter who
Margaret Enos
Feature Editor:
_
does it, only that everyone involved is happy
Pete Caw
Sports Editor:
Evie Pech
Assistant Sports Editor
with their arrangementof who does it.
Ginny Wolfe
Photo Editor:
Women don't want the very same responsibilities as men. It would be a dull existence if we all livedeach moment in exact
task equality.
EQUALITY IS BEING able to decide
which tasks she does best, likes, or can
stomach most easily. The same for the
man. Given a conversant relationship, they
agree how to split the undesirable things,
like taking out the garbage.
When two people are both students or
both working, the arrangement may be 5050, or it may not, depending on the people.
Some
women wouldn't let their men take
DATE}
DESTINATION
FADE
over their responsibility for keeping up the
Europe
$127
March 29 (ene war)
Soaltle-iruMoU
house, food and clothing. The result should
$274
S.atile-Mel.inki-S.oitl.
June (-July 20
be
a comfortable way of living for all in$262
Soalllo-Bruttolt-Statll.
June 14-Sopl. 27
$242
volved.
Portland-London-Port land
June 19-Auo 20

editorial

misnomer

...

—

art by diane denison

Who shoulders the responsibility?

tC

SEATTLE I

I

opeciator
I UNIVERSITY

—

_

_ __

g£

SIXTH ANNUAL

%@

CHARTER FLIGHTS
EUROPE-HAWAII

.

June 26-July U
June 26-Auf. 14
July 17-Aug. t
Aug. 7-Aug. 30
Aug. 21-sept. 26
Sept. 12

Hawaii
Feb. 19-March S (full)
March 3-March 19 (full)
March It-March 26 (full)
March 19-April 2 (full)

$262
$262
$262
$262

Portland 8rn.i.1.-Porlland
Portland-London-Portland
Portlond-Brmieli-Portland

Portland-BruiieU-Portlond
S«ollle-Brun«l>-Soolllt
$eottle-enrtiel» (one way)

$262

SeottU-Honolulu-Seoltle
Seattte-Honolulu-Seattle
Portland-Honolulu-Portland

$145
$145
$149
$145

Students who exist with another per-

son, as friends around campus, as roommates or mates, either accept the responsi-

$135

5.a111.-Honolulu-S.alll.

bility of group living or dump it on the other
person. When you don't take a share of the
load, the partner has it all if he's sucker
enough to take the whole bag.
THEWOMAN who has it all— kids, shop-

—

Now Full Travel Agency TRAVEL WEST
AllFlights onAMERICAN CARRIERS
MORE FLISMTS! SIND FOR FREIBROCHURE

JOHN L.MAY 660 WILDWOOD BLVD. APT. 108
ISSAQUAH 98027
EX 2-5546 (LocalExchange)

%j£

Name
St.

_Z,p

—

—

I'M NOT SAYING a liberationist is a
lazy person who wants to unload some of
but,
the crap she traditionally had to do
proMovement
now the Women's Liberation
vides her ammunition. She says: "I don't
have to do it anymore and you can't make
me anymore, so there!"
Not so belligerent but determined younger women interpret freedom and equality
as a lightening of responsibility for trivial
tasks. They see equality as possible reallocation of some jobs to able-bodied men.
The liberator won't tolerate the guy who
drinks beer all evening in front of the TV
because with her duties she can't do it too.
The liberator would have them finish off the
jobs together, then both drink beer and
watch "Maude."

...

THE LIBERATED WOMAN is a smart
woman if she succeeds in convincing a "got
it easy" man, or better yet finds an "already
convinced" guy, who will go the day-to-day
routine with her, instead of her for him.
It depends on people, but Iwouldn't
have it any other way. Married or friends,
if you can't unhassle the daily routines and
settle the problem of who takes the responsibilty, maybe you're only acquaintances
after all.

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"
" Rrnlr«*<
aa^a^*>>
'W---r^«al
QTE^wSL
" Body Work & Rebuild
JSfe<rPL
/^(MFsITj
" Motor Work

II

quicker underitancfing. . Our «übnet only English, bat

■"«♥"inelud*

Anthropology, Art, Mack Studies.

UIURCJ

{jffe/
j

Ecology,

EA 4-6050

Economic, Education,

KSBi
''fl'on. Science, Sociology and Urb

\n,*"""""""

s#Bd

'?, IV

catalog of topee* available.

\^^

1130 Broadway

Regal Notes
We're new and we're The blggaitl
Tho»B.nd. of topic, raviawa? «or

W

VJ

Address

jWJJVCy
Telephone

,f\W

_

—

ping, lawn, housework, cooking and washing is the one that the liberationists are
out to liberate. Many of these women, burdened with responsibility, don't want to be
liberated. They actually havemore responsibility than their men. He may only sell cars
or design pipe fittings. She cooks, settles
sibling fights and pays bills simultaneously.
She may not get paid, she may value the
responsibilities the liberationists claim she
should reject.
Such a woman, however, knows she
carries weight the weight of responsibility.
There are women who like their share of
routine tasks but feel a man should pull his
share too. Liberationists fall into this category. She labels a husband who gets his
wife to shoulder the load a "male chauvinist." He's a bad guy for one reason he's got
it too good.

I

your

Wnafciagt". p. C- 2—7
TiiipfciM tu.ut*n\
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Classes to focus on Asian-Americans

Newsbriefs

Awareness of the Asian-Ameri- five credit course is tentatively
can communities' problems is scheduled for two days of classAll students, faculty and staff are invited to attend a meeting one of the topics of "Asian- work and three days of comto form a Human Life group on campus at 8 p.m. tonight in the American Experience," a new- munity work.
ly-approved curriculum course
Guest lecturers will include
A. A. Lemieux Library, room 107.
professional educators and comThe group's purpose is to create an awareness of human life spring quarter.
"We will further develop the munity experts from the Japissues. These include euthanasia, abortion and family life.
awareness of self and sensiti- anese, Filipino, Chinese, Korean
vity to others of differing life- and Polynesian communities.
"IT IS EVIDENT," Flor addstyles, culture and Asian ethnic
The ASSU movie, Ballad of Cable Hogue, will be shown at 8 backgrounds," said Robert F.
p.m. tomorrow in Pigott Auditorium.
Flor, assistant director of miIt is a comedy-western about individuals who must battle for nority affairs and instructor of
survival. It contains both comic and sad moments within dramatic the course, CS-491.
action.
THE COURSE will develop
It stars Jason Robards and Stella Stevens.
an
awareness of the AsianAdmissionis 65c.
American communities' problems and the opportunities inbeth slinqerman
volved in social change. It will
S.U.s chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, the national educational also cover an understanding of
honorary, is presenting Beth Slingerman, a national specialist in the differences and commonreading disabilities, for a Homecominglecture at 7:30 p.m. Wednes- alities of the Asian ethnic
groupings.
day inPigott Auditorium.
the
Students will do field work
primary
is
a
former
classroom
teacher
of
Ms. Slingerman
Renton school district. She has coordinated the Specific Language within the variousinAsian-AmeriDisabilities Program for the Renton schools and directed the SLD can communities Seattle. The
teacher training program for Renton and other school districts in
the United States.
The lecture is free and open to the public.
yoqa
Kundalini Yoga classes, as taught by Yogi Bhajan, will begin
Tuesday, 7-9 p.m. in L.A. 108.
A total of $573 was collected
Kundalini Yoga emphasizes the power of breath as well as the through 43 gifts to help pay for
expenses incurred when K. K.
postures to raise the Kundalini energy at the base of the spine.
major, lost
The exercises help the student "channel" daily tensions and Wong, S.U. physicsrobbery
last
according
in
bank
consciousness,"
to
the
instructor.
his
car
a
of
"raise the level
because it is simple and month.
"The course is particularly attractive
The Physics Club and the
pragmatic and its positive effects are felt almost immediately."
been
Registration for the class is today from 11:30 a.m.-l p.m., in Alumni Association have Wong
collecting donations since
L.A. 108.
learned that his car had been
Cost is 55c per class.
stolen and then demolished by

human life organization

ballad of cable hogue

this class will be
taught to show that racism is
still very prevalent in our society."
ed, "that

"Asian-American Experience"

is offered by the community
services department.The course
is no longer an experimental
elective but a fully-approved
study in the core curriculum.

Karate, kung-fu classes
available to S.U. students

to talk

Fund drive

class scheduled

nets

$573

...

board meeting
activities
Board meeting to draw up the calendar for next

An Activities
quarter's activities is at 3 p.m. today in the Chieftain conference

room.

If a club president cannot attend, a representative should be
present, according to Activities legislation.

government offices

tour

robbery suspects trying to
escape in it with $10,000 from
an Evergreen State Bank

branch.
"Donations came in from all
over," Mick McHugh, alumni
director, said Monday.
Four suspects were captured
after they crashed Wong's 1966
Ford Mustang into a car owned
by H. Edward McNulty. The car
was stolen from behind Seattle
Central Community College
where it was parked on Summit

PiChi Tneta, women's business fraternity, is sponsoring a tour
of Government Services Administration offices in Auburn from
1:30-4 p.m. today.
Rides are available and will leave Pigott at 1p.m. If possible,
please contact the secretary in the business school office in Pigott
Avenue.
151. Maps are also available there.
Wong is a foreign student who
Top management officials will talk and allstudents are invited.
will complete a four-year physics program this spring at the
end of his third year here.
He plans to go on to graduate
school next year.
feb. 15-21
lar meeting both in the A Phi
TODAY
Chess Club: 8 p.m. meeting in O room in the basement of the
Credit Union. All those interXavier Hall conference room.
Spectator: 1 p.m. staff meet- ested in pledging are welcome.
I.K.s: 6:30 p.m. executive
ing in third floor newsroom.
Ann Standaert, journalism
Anyone interested in joining the board meeting and 7 p.m. regu- junior and editor of The Speclar meeting in the I.K. room tator, has been named the restaff is welcome.
in the basement of Xavier Hall. cipient of a partial scholarship
TOMORROW
Marketing Club: Noon meet- Blazers required.
covering accommodations and
ing in Pigott 154.
I.K. Little Sisters Pledge registration at the Charles EdiClass: Final review and initia- son Memorial Youth Fund
WEEKEND
Hiyu Coolees: Weekend hike. tion at 3:30 p.m. in Bellarmine Journalism Conference in New
Consult Liberal Arts bulletin Hall conference room.
York City.
I.K. Little Sisters: 6:15 p.m.
She is the University's first
board for further information.
meeting in Barman 403.
representative to the conference
MONDAY
Spurs: 6 p.m. regular meet- held tomorrow through Sunday.
I.K. Litter Sisters: 7 p.m.
Gifts and a loan pay for her
pledgeparty at KathyTierney's. ing in the Chieftain Lounge.
travel expenses.
TUESDAY
The three-day conference atASSU Activities Committee: 1 WEDNESDAY
ASSU Senate: 7-10 p.m. meet- tracts students from throughout
p.m. meeting in the ASSU ofing in the Chieftain conference the country. It delves into polifice.
room.
Committee meetings at tics and the media, competition
p.m.
Os:
6
executive
PW
A
p.m.
6:30
and diversity in the media, the
regup.m.
meeting
7
and
board
of publishing
diseconomics
.VAVAVWW.VSWW.W.V closure of sources andand
protection of newsmen.
Executives and reporters in

Spectrum of events

Editor to travel
to conference

Classified ads

MEN

—

WOMEN
N«t Summer!
Excellent
required.
No experience
travel.
Perfect sumpay. Worldwide
mer job or career. Send $2 for informetion. SEAFAX Box 2049-HO, Pt.
Angola.. Wn 98362.
.——..,,
.
■
ATTRACTIVE interpretative dancer
wanted. Over 18. No tople... AudiWork

oa o Ship

.___

.

..

tions at Easy Club, Stewart and
Boren, Saturdays 1-4 p.m. Phone
between 10 a.m. and S p.m. Thur.day through Saturday for appointment or .top in Friday, Saturday or
Sunday night. 622-5652.

—

mmmmm^^^^m
Ugaffiffl^—
DRESSMAKING w-.idding.. formal..
specialty. Gail Mj.l.ie.en. ME 20733.

——

_
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M
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MATHEMATICS/Physic. tutoring by
""""
colleqo in.tructor. Dick Telford,

°»,_,

1
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■
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TO WHOM it may concern: The
Liberator strikes again.

classified
ADS BRiNG
RESULTS*
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photo by ginny wolfe
ROGER TUNG, S.U. student and karate teacher, demonstrated some moves recently.

Karate and kung-fu, Chinese

self-defense styles, are being offered at S.U. this quarter.
Roger Tung, a sophomorepremajor, is teaching the class. He
heads the Northwest Chuin-yinwhai Martial Art Association,
a group established last year.

ning and advanced levels. It is
scheduled to meet from 3-5 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays in the

Connolly P.E. Center. There

is a $20 fee.

Tung will again be assisted
by Jason Balinbin, another
sophomoreandblack belt holder.
Further information may be
THE CLASS is offered again obtained by calling Roger Tung
spring quarter on both begin- at 522-8027.

t:iic %n cShops, Inc.
FORMAL WEAR RENTAL and SALES

ISO9N.W. Market—

Seattle. Waih 98107

SU 4-3690

(24-hr Phone Svc.)

f

to 90 formal: I
j-^^^^^^\ specieIdiscount I

professional journalism participate in the conference.

Wanted: Beer Kegs
Will buy Rainier Keg. for $5 each.
Call 734-9427 or AL 5-9026.

■_■_■ ■■"■■"■■■■■"■■_"_■
:■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

—

THE
IRON HORSE
"A Tavern In OkieSeattle

HAVE YOUR DRINK
DELIVERED BY AN
ELECTRIC TRAIN.
Cheappitchers on Tuesday
TGIF 4-9 p.m.
Peanut Night onSaturday
Join us for a sandwich and
a beer. Kitchen open 'til

midnight daily.
OPEN 11A.M. " 2 A.M.
Monday through Saturday
311-3rd AvenueS.
MU 2-4243

RETAIL OUTLETS IN GREATER SEATTLE AREA
BALLARD

1509 N.W Market

784-3690

HOLMAN ROAD
10439 Holman Rd N
AURORA VILLAGE

784-3242

Aurora Village

Shopping Center
NORTHGATE

10726 sth Aye NE

546-5107
365-4422

BELLEVUE

Value-Mart Cleaners

1645 140thN.E

747-1417

SOUTHCENTER
912 Soulhcenter

Shopping Center

242-4031

TACOMA MALL
334 Tacoma Mall
._-».„
Shopping Center
475-0405
UNIVERSITY DISTRICT
4754 University Way NE 525-8600
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
932-3900
260 s w Barton

°

Chieftains face league leaders;
home for Loyola game, Feb. 21
by Jerry Bellotti, 66", 195 lbs.,
who threw in 21 points for his
side during the Jan. 6 contest
in Seattle.
During that same contest,
Chieftain scoring leader Greg
Williams was held to 18 points.
Saturday the Chiefs travel to
San Francisco for their second
contest with the league-leading
San Francisco Dons.

The Chiefs face two of the
West Coast Athletic Conference's toughest teams on the
road this weekend and return
to the Coliseum for a Feb. 21
homecoming game against the
Loyola Lions.
Tonight in San Jose, the S.U.
cagers will take on the Santa
Clara Broncos for the second
time this season.

CHIEFTAIN
CORNER

Well, it's putdown time again for the Chiefs as they
wander off to California and two of the best teams on the

with the Dons, played Jan. 4,
they managed to control the ball
throughout much of the first period. At one point, the Chiefs
led by as much as 13.
Then, shortly into the second
half, the Dons came back with
a rally to set the tally in their

coast, to say nothing of the WCAC.

San Francisco is noted for consistently being the best
squad in the league, with Santa Clara right on the seat of
the Dons' pants this season. The race for b-ball supremacy
in the WCAC this year is a story in itself, with the Chiefs'
next two opponents in hot and heavy competition.
To put it in so many words, the Chiefs are outclassed
by the two squads and will undoubtedly have a hard time
even holding onto their own bench, much less the ball thisweekend.
Surprisingly enough, the Chiefs should have a rougher
go of it with the Santa Clara team than the SF Dons. If I
were predicting league standings, Iwould say that the
Broncos will finish ahead of the Dons this year, but then
I'm not predicting that, am I?
The Chiefs are going into these two games up in the
clouds after their conquest of St. Mary's. Not high enough,
however, to take either of the two California teams on their
home court.
The sad part about the upcoming games, however, is
not the two sure losses, but the fact that a homecoming
will follow after them.
With two defeats haunting them, the Chiefs cannot
hope to perform too well against the comparatively secondrateteam of Loyola.
Predictions? It goes without saying, but Chiefs to lose
all three.

favor.

THROUGHOUTtheremainder
of the second half, the Chiefs
THE SAN FRANCISCO team managed to pull ahead only to
took the WCAC championship be continually passed again by
last year, with a 13-1 leaguerec- the Dons.
Former Chieftain Bob Gross
ord and 20-8 overall.
During the Chiefs' last game led his team in the game, with
16 points and someexcellent defense.
The Dons will again be led by
Phil Smith and Kevin Restani,
who led the Dons' scoring with
20 each last game.

THE LAST GAMEbetween the

two teams, played on the Chiefs'
home court, ended in a 70-64 put-

down for the Chiefs.
The Santa Clara team is led

AFTER THESE two road
games, the Chiefs return to
Seattle for a home game with
the Loyola Lions in the Coliseum

CHEFTAIN
Sports

Wednesday.

Los Angeles was the site of
the last Chieftain-Lion game,
Feb. 3. During that game, the
Chiefs went down to an upset
victory by the Loyola team,
86-74.
That game was an example
Playoffs are scheduled Feb.
of the Chiefs' inability to with20-24.
stand prosperity. They led
throughout the first half and
Women
most of the second, only to go
Today
down to a Lion scoring rally
The Chieftains may not be
Pigskins— bye.
late in the game.
one of the best teams in the
5 p.m. I
Kai Ka vs. BSU— North
West Coast Athletic Conference,
Court.
STEVE SMITH led the Lions but they have made it in the
with 24 points in that game.
Tuesday
WCAC statistics.
BSU— bye.
Both of the road games and
As a team, S.U. stands third
Kai Ka vs. Pigskins- the home game are broadcast in both field goal percentage
5 p.m. I
North Court.
on KBES, 1540 AM and 92.6 FM. and the free throw department.

Intramural league
basketball slate
Following is the men's and
women's intramural basketball
schedule for today and Tuesday:
Men

Today
7 p.m. Hard as a Rock vs. BSU
—court one.
Spread vs. I.X.'s court

—

two.
8 p.m. Brewers A vs. Soul Hus-

tlers—court one.

Brewers B vs. A Phi O's
—court two.

Chiefs in league stakes;
Oleynick high in stats
OFFENSIVE AND defense
standings epitomize the type of
ballplaying that Coach O'Connor
stresses with his team. The
Chiefs are on the bottom rung
in offense but are holding down
the number three spot in defense, right behind league-leading Santa Clara and USF.
IN REBOUNDING, the squad
hasn't utilized all its potential
and it shows. They've got a
tight grasp on the bottom slot.
Looking at these inconsistencies, it's not totally unbelievable
to see the team keeping Reno
and St. Mary's company in the

basement. The Chiefs occupy
sixth place in the league.
INDIVIDUAL standings show
not all Chieftain players ended
their careers in high school.
Frank Oleynick sits seventh in

scoring, hitting 20 points per
league game. He is also listed
as number five in field goal

1
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percentage with a .556.

Ron Howard appears twice,

j

~^L

boasting a .778 percentage in
free throws and running ninth
in field goal percentage with a
.513 accuracy.
CHIEFTAIN co-captain Greg
Williams showed up once in the
top standings. That mark was
made in his favorite department
—rebounding. Williams carries
number six honors, ripping down
11.4 per game.

9^

Following is the B league
playoff schedule for Tuesday.
6 p.m.— St. Thomas vs A Phi
O's court one
—
Aphrodites vs IK's
court two
7 p.m.— Brewers vs Sea Kingcourt one
Internationals
— vs Celestial Sheres court two
8 p.m.— Fubar vs Soul Hustlers
court one
Wow Sabao vs Pilau
Kanes— court two

Intramurals
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ELECTRONICS
Digital, Laser, Etc.

For pure pleasure, focus on Blitz-Weinhard, the smooth,satisfying, flavorfulbeer
from the West's Oldest Brewery. Blitz -Weinhard Company, Portland, Oregon.

Discount Prices
WALLINGFORD SURPLUS
ELECTRONICS
221OVi No. 45th
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Wth the Army ROTC Two Year Program.
Army ROTC usually takes four years of college. But
you can do it in two.
If, for example, you couldn't take Army ROTC

during your first two years of college.

Or if you just didn't want to take Army ROTC before.

But now yourecognize the benefits.
You start the Two-Year Programby going to our
six-weekBasic Camp the summer following your sophomore year.
Camp— a little classroom work; some challenging
physical training— replaces the Basic Course you would have
taken during your first two years of college. You're well-paid for
this six-week catch-up.
Then, after camp, you complete your Advanced
Course during your junior andsenior years.
Maybe you'll decide that the chance to get real
management experience earlier than most people will be worth
alot later on.

Maybe you canuse the $100 permonth subsistence
allowance you will get for up to 10 months of each school year.
Maybe qualifying for two careers simultaneously —
military or civilian— isinsurance against job uncertainties.
Or, maybe the opportunity for an Army ROTC scholar- /
ship is exciting.
/
The Army ROTC Two-Year Program is another /
chance for a better career, through Army ROTC.
/''ifat
iHI
Talk over the Two-Year Program with
/
the Professor of Military Science at your school.
/ wiK£ S£ :
Or use this coupon. There s no obligation.
' "
Army ROTC. The more you look /Al KO "V
at it, thebetter itlooks.
v
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460 students named to honor roll
A total of 460 undergraduates
are listed on the fall quarter
honor roll released by the reg-

istrar.
The School of Arts and Sciences boasted the largest number of honor students, 176. The
School of Education followed
with 91; Science and Engineering, 90; Business, 54; and Nurs-

ing, 49.
Seniors led the roll with 191
students. Juniors numbered 102;
sophomores, 83; and freshmen,
80. Four special status students

were listed.
Women on the list outnumbered men 259 to 201.
Acena, Jadine Catherine; Alexander, Gordon J.; Alhadeff, David
Saul; Almojuela, Benito C; Alon-

zo, Laura Jean; Anderson, Eileen
M.; Anderson, Harold Thomas;
Anderson, Patricia Mary; Anderson, Pauline P.; Andrade, Susan
Weber; Armstrong, Laurie Smart;
Atkinson, Michael G.; Atteridge,
Scan Thomas; Avants, Beverly

Ann.

Baldwin, Jean Ellen; Balentine,
Jimmie Lee; Ballard, Robert
Louis; Bangasser, Caron Marie;
Barker, Jeanette Joyce; Bartman,
Leslie; Bassan, David Michael;
Bearwood, Shawn Ellen; Bedi-

Kathryn; Belleque,
Christine M.; Belleque, Elaine
Sue; Belleque, Mark Steven;
Beltings, Charles Robert.
Benson, Janetha Ann; Benton,
Phyllis S.; Blackburn, M. Maureen; Blair, Janet Leona; Blaschka, Rae Jean; Bly, Connie Martha; Bohorfoush, Mary Amelia;
Boies Jan; Bolduan, Jonathan;
Borden, Randall Craig; Bortner,
Deborah Ruth; Bourgeois, Cynthia
A.; Bower, Barbara Rae; Bowie
Jean Marie; Boyle, Mary Anne;
Bradley, Charles. Jr.; Brazil,
Mary Lucy; Brouse, Lawrence
Norman; Brown, Linda Nelson
Brown, Marian Therese; Brown,
Kathleen
Monica Shelley; Bruno,Ann;
BurAnn; Buckley, Cecelia
dick, Esther Marie; Burns, Connie
Susan; Butler, Dean Vincent;
Buty, Carlene Katana; Byrne,
ent,

Amy

Barbara L.

Calderon, Susan C; Caputo,
Nancy; Cavaugh, Deborah Jean;
Carney, Mary Catherine; Carney,
Maureen Louise; Carroll, Lynne
Ellen; Cason, Michael Richard;
Catlin, James Robert; Caw,
Charles Peter; Chambers, Robert
B.; Chambers, William Rimes;
Champoux, James Arthur; Chandler, Cynthia S.; Chilcote, Vicki
Anne; Chin, Laura.
Chin, Lisa Lew; Chin, Wing
Kai; Clark, Roger Nelson; Cockrill, Ann Teresa; Conlon, Martha
Jean; Connelly, Patrice E.;
Coombe, Catherine M.; Cooper,
Alexa; Cote, Judith Lynn; Cote,
Merry Kathleen; Covello, Daniel
Thomas; Cram, F. Charlene;
Curran, Janet Marie; Curtis, Phillip Wayne.

Dattilo, Michael David; Davis,

Sharon Alana; Deignan, Michael
J. Ill; Delay, Jo Anne; Dellwo,

Madeline; Delossantos, Nora C;
Devitis, Michael Joseph; Dewey,
Darlene Agnes; Diggins, Ralph
Michael; Dilorio, Pierina Maria;
Dionne, Betty Roseann; Dodds,
Teresa Marian; Dolan, Anne
Margaret; Downs, Suzanne Elise;
Dugaw, Teresa Anne; Duncan,
Lesley Charlene.
Eliasen, Bruce Edward; Elwell, Susan Mary; Engberg, Patricia C; Ennis, Molly Kathleen;
Eul, Heather Blunk; Evers, Joyce

Marie.

Farber, Janet McGiffin; Finney, Christine L.; Flanagan,
James Michael; Flesch, Cecelia
X.; Flynn, Timothy James; Foley, Kathleen Susan; Foltz, Rena
Karen; Foo, Yeow Pin; Ford, Jay
Stanley; Foster, Patricia Ann;
Friedrichsen, Steven W.; Fritz,

Robyn Marie.
Gage, Marilyn Ann; Gallagher,
Keleen Ann; George, Jonathan
Howard; George, William Peter;
Gess, John Porter; Giaconia,
Rose Mary; Gilbert, Kathryn R.
Giles, Billie Jo; Gill, Gary Patrick; Gillespie, Michael Lee; Gilliam, Jennifer J.; Godbey, Victoria Jean; Goodall, George J.;
Gorman, Robert Francis; Gosselin, Larry Ronald; Gosselin, Mary
Ann P.

Gradek, Linda Queirolo; Graff,

Frances Irene; Grant, Linda Susan; Graves, Kristine Pardee;
Green, Calvin Roscoe; Grohman,
Thomas F.; Groseclose, Mary Jo;
Gruchalla, Irene Louise; Guinasso, Mary Theresa.
Hackett, Michael Wayne;
Haines, William Waldron, Jr.;
Ham. Linda Rae; Hanisch, Paul
Jerome; Hanssen, Leonard M.;
Harkins, Mary Margaret; Harmon, Christopher C; Harper,
Keith Chandler; Harris, Jody
Anne; Hartman, Barbara Jane;
Haugland, Kathleen M.; Hauser,
Conrad Andrew; Hautala, John

Michael.
Hayden, Mary Cecelia; Head,
Richard Benjamin; Hemmc n,
Rosemary E.; Hillson, Bernadette
C; Hilton, Judith Ann; Hooper,
Steven W.; Hotchkiss> Judith W.;
Hughes, Charles Dean; Hughes,
Pauline Jackson; Hull, Margaret
J.; Hutchison, Joan Marie; Hyde,
Janice Bakun.
Imhoff, John David; Imhoff,
Margaret Mary, Inman, Daniel
Lee; Irwin, Susan Rae; Isaki,
Lucy S.; Ishii, Marilyn.
Jacuzzi, Susan Lynn; Jeannot,
Thomas More; Johnson, Karen
Norcott; Johnson, Mary Patricia;
Johnson, Shirley Jean; Jones,
Jeffrey Carl; Jones, Vivian Lee.
Kaiser, Kathleen Anne; Kaufer,
Mary Joanne; Kehoe, John C;
Kelly, Therese M.; Kennar, Diane Louise; Kennar, Jean Marie;
Kennedy, Deanna Rose; Kenney,
Edward John; Keolker, Kathryn
A.; Keppler, Jerry Edwards;
Kiesel, Joanne Maris; Kikuyama,
Alan Rikio; Kimura, Sayoko;
Kinerk, Mary Colleen; Koruga,
Christopher T.; Krsak, Rosemary

Teresa Meyers; Kurtenbach, Ken-

Schlue, Linda J.; Schmeling, Car-

neth A.

olEsther.

tel, Steve Morris; Myers, Richard
Kenneth.
Lacro, Alfred John; Lacro,
Neal, Catherine E.; Nelson,
Charlene G.; Lacugna, Catherine Nancy Ann; Nelson, Ruth Ann;
M.; Lacugna, Mary Teresa; La- Nevins. Michael David; Ng, Philmantea, Betty M.; Laponte, Paul lip Kwai Tim; Ng, Stanley C. T.;
W.; Laroque, Denise Julie; Lar- Nichols, Susan Patricia; Nisco,
son, Colleen M.; Lauver, Leslie Kerry Frances; Norris, Jeanette
Anne; Lavalla, Anne Marie; Lech- Marie; Notske, Christine Marie;
ner, Christina Rae; Lee, Robert Nowak, Paul Joseph.
Chi Hong; Leong, Raymond ManO'Brien, Allister H.; O'Brien,
Wai; Leppla, David Charles.
Eileen J.; O'Brien, Theresa Ann;
Lesh, Paul Alexander; Leung, Ochsner, Michael A.; Olives,
May Shuk-Ching; Leung, Wai Marianne F.; Olliver, David John;
Hung; Levias, Dessie Roston; Le- Olsen, Robert Harold; Orchard,
win, Sally Ann; Ling, Wai Ching;
Rosemary Anne; Ortman, MiLocke, Leila Joy; Lombardi, Di- chelle B.; Orton, Thomas F.; Osane Marie; Lombardi, Teresa good, Ralph Winson II; Oswald,
Marie; Lombardini, Victoria A.; Stephen Gary; Owens, James JoLorang, James Edward; Lord, seph; Ownby, Karen Lynn.
Francis Emard; Lorenz, Richard
Package, Anthony N.; Pang,
F.; Lott, Merton Robert; Low, Gerald Chun Hew; Pankiewicz,
Lena; Lukjanowicz, John; Lum, James Frank; Parker, James
Edmund Yeemon; Lundberg, Lowell; Pasquier, Tom M.; PasWayne Arvid; Lupo, Lawrence tro, Margaret Mary; Paterson,
Patrick.
Peter Bertram; Pavone, Steven
MacDonald, Gregory L.; Ma- Louis; Payne, Edward Douglas;
jeau, Constance Lise; Mak, Dan- Pebley, Edward William; Pegues,
ton Kin Wing; Manobianco, Linda Arlene; Perry, Connie VerMatthew J.; Marilley, Coleen Ma- zani; Persing, Daphne Ann; Perie; Marion, Kathleen Terese; ter, Wanda Marie.
Martin, Mary Janice; Martin, MiPeterson, James Joseph; Peterchael C.J Mason, Nancy Jean; son, John Wayne; Peterson, Kevin
Maxwell, Mary Kay; McCall, Gerard; Peterson, Patricia N.;
Maxyne Beatrice; McCoid, Nan- Petrie, Elizabeth Mary; Petticy; McDevitt, Molly Hite; Mc- bone,
Lou; Phipps, Viola
Donald, Mark Kirby; McDonell, Dawn; Janet
Piast, Priscilla Anne;
Michael F.; McDonell, Thomas Pontarolo, Frank Robert; PraJoseph; McFerran, Edward M.
tum, Steven Rolf; Praven, BerMcGill, John Crawford; Mc- nard M.; President, Darryl Lynn;
McKeon,
Glone, Maureen R.;
Price, Susan Peterson.
Thomas Kevin; McKnight, DebRankin, Sherry Martin; Rapoorah Allard; McClean, Margaret za, Randie Lou M.; Rattray,
E.; McNaughton, Linda Susan; Mark Clyde; Rea, Claudia Lynn;
McNaughton, Stan W.; Meadows, Reed, Teresa Irene; Reed, Walter
Marsha Vick; Meekin, Elizabeth D ■ Reis, Mary Benckert; Renner,
Bartz; Mendes, Melvia Carolyn; Cassandra S.; Riley, Mary PatriMengert, Thomas Lee; Merrell, cia; Ritchie, Patricia Renee;
John Gregory; Merriman, Wil- Roach, Mary Patricia; Robertson,
liam Ray, Jr.; Meyer, Mary Mar- EmielC.
garet; Michel, John Reilly.
Rockwell, Blanche E.; Roll, MiMiller, Candace Celeste; Miller,
Paul; Rosell, William Eric;
chael
PatE.;
Nancy
Miller, Richard
Rosso,
Raymond Louis; Ruhl,
Mitzlaff,
Minette,
Sharon;
rick;
Rust, Paula
Raymond;
John
James Edward; Mlakar, Linda
Therese;
Susan; Moen, Margaret Ann; Anne; Rutzel, Daphne
Michael; Ryan,
Moll, Laura A; Moorman, Ralph Ryan, James
Edward; Moran, Joseph Michael; Therese Anne; Rye, Eddie.
Salle, Marie Bernadine; Sander,
Morford, Sheryl Marie; Morgan,
Gail;
Robert Andrew; Morken, Marilyn; Leo Robert; Sanders, Jerald
Morris, David Wayne; Morris, Sandier, Elizabeth G.; Scanlon,
Richard Lee; Morris, Robert Ed- Christine H.; Schack, Wendy Maward; Morris, Ronald Mark;
Mosely Michael Donald; Mounsey, Jim William; Mullkoff, Eugene; Murphy, Maureen; Musca-

now

rie; Schaefer, Jerome Edward;
Scheuer, Terrance J.; Schilling,
Lydia Irene; Schimpf, Gary William; Schin d 1 c r, Theodore;

Schoen, Suzanne M.; Scott,
Floyd William; Segadelli, Teresa
Ann; Segai, Greg Paul; Serosky,

Melvin Howard; Sessions, Vicki
Marie; Severin, Susan Lizbeth;
Shepherd, James Charles; Sherman, Lawrence Duane; Shimozaki, Minoru; Sibal, Pilar Fatima
R.; Siderius, Frank Raymond;
Slavkovsky, Elizabeth R.; Slone,
Debra Lee; Smith, Doran Dakota; Smith, Gregory S.; Somerville, Leslie Kay; Sommerfeld,

Gayle D.
Sonnebom, Kevin R.; Soreng,
Don Duane; Sorensen, Janet Marie; Soriano, Morris Marc;
Sprague, Julie Marie; Sreebny,
Daniel; Stamper, Mollie H.;
Stangle, John Paul; Staples, Milton Arthur; Steig, Richard Alan;
Stevenson, Janet L.; Strom, Barbara V., Stuhr, Robyn Marie;
Stuhr, Sheryl Lynne; Sturm, Marilyn Jean; Sullivan, Timothy Jay;
Surridge, Clarence T., Jr.; Swalwell, Joseph Casey; Swedberg,
Mary Mader; Swenson, Paul Da-

vid.

Tajon, Ruth Fontecha; Takahashi, Hisashi; Tangney, Thomas
J., Jr.; Tarlson, Nick G.; Taylor,
Thomas Liv; Thomas, John Bernard; Thompson, Mark E.; Thorn-

ton, Elizabeth Ann; Timson, Stephen Francis; Tran, Margaret
Cheng; Treseler, Michael S.
Ulrickson, Susan Marie; Urlacher, Mary Clare; Ursino, Mark
Stephen.
Venables, Kathleen M.; Volpe,
Peter Eugene.
Waddington, Stella F.; Wagner,
Edward I.; Wall, Antoinette;
Walls, John Michael; Walsh, Connie Jean; Washington, Evelyn J.;
Wasmann, Erik; Watkins, John
Wedin, Deborah Ann;
Wendt Lorien Lea; White, Arthur
Stanley; Wilde, Debra Mac; Williams, Keith Brian; Williams,
Melvin Blake; Williams, Peter
John; Wilson, Ellen Wirfs; Winton Don Wesley; Woerner, Linda
Katherine; Wong, David Wai
Hung; Wong, Kin Kwok; Wood,
Helen Marie; Woolsey, Colleen
Gae; Wright, Garland Lemuel.
Vagi, Peter Koichi; Yandl, Steven John; Yee, Stephanie Jean;
James;

Yee, Nancy Jones; Young, Antoinette Jean; Yount, Michelle M.
Zipp, Dolores Helen.

DAILY

if you
beat 'em...
"
,
_, " can't
crazy!
drive em

PLAYING

rfrofcn

12:45

Ellen; Kulin, Stephen Daniel;
Kuntz, Gerald James; Kuntz,

SfCCUfIMtD
BIDES

NBofC has an easier way
to track down expenses.
Is "The Case of the DisappearingFunds" your mystery? Solve it with an NBofC checking account. You
always know where you've spent your money, what
you've spent it on and how much you have left. It's
the easiest way to track downexpenses.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

INlsv>

JANE FONDA " DONALD SUTHERLAND
JKMImmJ
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PETER BOYLE rTSTEELYARD BLUES" a
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*""
bill/phillips

Production

"
"
"
Co-Starring GARRY GOODROW HOWARD HESSEMAN JOHN SAVAGE Written
"
"
by DAVID S. WARD
Executive producer DONALD SUTHERLAND Produced by
TONY BILL and MICHAEL & JULIA PHILLIPS
00
rpfjT^"'"^"'
TECHNICOLOR»
JC^?J j
I

W"«»it

lew »u('(tN*ot.s

CalabratmgWarner Bros.SOth Annivarcary
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Directed by ALANMYERSON

II[_ ONWARNER BROSRECORDS
J
* Warnar CommunicatNKM Company

CO-FEATURE
JEAN-CLAUDE KILLY

MEMBER F.0.1.C. » ACCOUNTS INSURED TO SZO.OOO EACH DEPOSITOH.
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In our Advanced Course the monthly sub-

sistence allowance has just been increased. From $50 to $100.
Onehundred dollars every month for 10 months of the school
year. To spend onroom and board, dates andball games.
To save for grad school.
But Army ROTC means a lot more than more
money. Itmeans management and leadership experience that
you just can't get anywhere else.The kind of thing that can
land you a better job, and move you along faster once you
get it. It means a commission as an officer and everything
that goes withit.The prestige, the pay, the chance to travel,
the experience.
■■■■■■■BHBBSIIHHIHi
even better. For the money
you'll earn today. For the person
you'll be tomorrow. See your

Professor of Military Science,
or send the coupon tor
information.

The more "you look at it,
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the better it looks.
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Freshmen can still
enroll in ROTC for this year.
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Seattle University
seattle wash 98122
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(Ins course

that pays $100 a month
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